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Details of Visit:

Author: Hotrodder
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 25th March 2004 Noon
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07852739256

The Premises:

Central location in Market town, located near main junction, a flat on first floor, with bathroom. Direct
access from road, but following cautious instruction arrangements, involving phone calls, car parks
and final location directions, it all felt very safe. 

The Lady:

 Was then welcomed at the door by an amply built busty lady.

The Story:

She is a mature lady, was enthusiastic and responsive throughout, making the visit a memorial
experience and she was willing to put in a lot of effort and seeks to please at all times.

It was found that because of her ample tits it was easily possible to squeeze them together and put
both of her generous nipples into the mouth together, to freely suck or nibble at will and the
response by Ashley was sensational and a turn on for both of us, with her begging me to carry on
for as long as possible and then to do it again and again. This double nipple chew was no doubt a
sensitive hot spot, as is her clit, although this is best licked, not sucked, for best effect.

Although anal is not a service offered, her love of being hard fucked doggy fashion, leaves her still
begging for more. She presented herself, crouched on the bed and hanging over the bed edge and
with me standing on the floor behind and hanging on to her generous dangling tits while pumping,
this giving added leverage and is recommended, but all the effort was not only down to me,
because Ashley?s contributions, by way of a lot of grinding and movement that added to the effect.

It seemed that it was not time, but effort (on my part/ worn out/ age related) that finally restricted the
session, as it was all go throughout and you would be hard pressed to get better value and I left
very well satisfied.

A big thank you, it was not easy for me to get over to see you, but the wait was well worth it.
Although I paid ?60.00, it is understood that Ashley has decided to increase this now to ?70.00
PH.... but still very good value.
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